
 

Making Money.... Some people think it is the 
best thing since sliced bread 

Or seeking [IRS Refunds on Income Taxes 
Collected] 

 

There are many amoung us that have deitfy the idea that making money is the evidence of or the same as earning our 

daily bread- making money. An IRS system of beliefs, practices and convictions of THEIRS has created an 

organized religion, which has deified the law at the expense of our human truths and trusts in the U.S. Constitution. 

On the other hand, produced by the voice of reason “Our Daily Bread” as the true evidence of The TRUTH... that 

gave us the Way, the Truth and the Life producing the living water for our life, liberty & pursuit of happiness This 

voice, in the beginning became the THE WORD and THE WORD became flesh who created reason… not 

Mankind’s religions. Plaintiff [believes] our personal perceptions, with his [conscience] dictating that it is our 

thoughts, words and actions we live by that creates the living “water” that quenches the thirst of the human spirit.  

 
In The Lord Prayer “Please give us this day our daily bread” is the evidence of God’s TRUTH… in general that we 

would live by the Laws of Principle and Practice (an analogy of it being a staple of life). The bread of life…and  in 

John 4: 14 “But all who drink once of the water that I will give them shall never thirst anymore; but the water that I 

will give them shall become a spring welling up from within—a source of everlasting life.” 

 



Taxology, an organized religion is concern with taxing “our daily bread” and the “living water” while taxing the 

earnings of your daily bread. This IRS religious activities involving [Refunds] has manifested an idolized system in  

[The Worship of Argumentative Wealth, Words & Wants of Materialism] (“Worthship]”). 

  

Dough: money in general (akin to the usage of bread) 

Bread also has associations with money, which in a metaphorical sense can be traced back to 

tble. Bread meaning money is also linked with the expression 'earning a crust', which alludes to 

having enough money to pay for one's daily bread. - See more at: 

http://www.learnenglish.de/slang/moneyslang.html#sthash.uoETlWj7.dpuf 

The Best Thing Since Sliced Bread! 
Posted on 02-04-2012 | 0 comments 

 

 

 

Bread — we eat it and use to rely on it for survival — hence how the term earned 

its slang name for money. Slang expressions for the Pound Sterling originally 

began in London. London Cockney in particular, used rhymes when developing 

their own unique style of slang.  The Cockney slang term “bread and honey” 

became associated with money and was eventually picked up among English 

speakers and spread throughout the world. 

 
In Cockney slang, words are coded into two-word phrases that rhyme with the original word, but 

only the first word of the phrase is used in conversation. Since the phrase “bread and honey” 

was used as the Cockney phrase for money, the Sterling Pound became referred to as bread.  One 

reference ties the word “bread” used as money back to 1935 when it was used among criminals, 

but the association between “bread” and “money” really caught on in the 1950s and 60s. 

Today Bread is used as money and you can receive it in the form of a Pre-Paid 

MasterCard! BREAD Cards work just like a “pay-as-you-go” mobile phone — No credit 

checks, top it up as you go, and you never have to worry about overdraft fees! 
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